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CS101 Lecture 07: The World Wide Web and HTML
This paper describes the World-Wide Web (W3) global information system initiative, its protocols and data
formats, and how it is used in practice. It discusses the plethora of different but similar information systems
which exist, and how the web
The world-wide web
World Wide Web â€“ History, Architecture, Protocols Web Information Systems CS/INFO 431 ... â€“ Tension
between heuristic and algorithmic world â€“ e.g., rights management â€¢ â€œGood enoughâ€• principle . ...
HTTP, XML (HTML), CSS Web Semantics â€“ Schema, RDF, OWL Upper layers operate within constraints
and opportunities of lower layers .
World Wide Web â€“ History, Architecture, Protocols Web
The birth of the World Wide Web dates back to March 1989, when its father Tim Berners-Lee presented to
the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) a proposal for "a large hypertext database with
typed links" [Berners-Lee T. (1989)].
An Introduction to the World Wide Web
The World Wide Web Consortium was formed in late 1994 to fulfill the potential of the Web through the
development of open standards. They had a strong interest in HTML. Just as an orchestra insists on the best
musicians, so the consortium recruited many of the best-known names in the Web community.
A history of HTML - World Wide Web Consortium
A string of characters can be contained between double quotation (") marks (also called a string literal)
Â©1992-2012 by Pearson Education, Inc.
Internet & World Wide Web How to Program, 5/e
Web:44 Chapter W2 Publishing Documents on the World Wide Web W2 Platformâ€”Part of the attractiveness
of publishing to the HTML standard is that Web documents can be viewed by browsers on a variety of
computing platforms (for example,
Publishing Documents on the World Wide Web
Business Objects - Building reports using the Web Intelligence.pdf - Ebook download as PDF File (.pdf), Text
File (.txt) or read book online. Scribd is the world's largest social reading and publishing site.
Business Objects - Building reports using the Web
The World Wide Web. The world wide web, or WWW, was created as a method to navigate the now
extensive system of connected computers. Tim Berners-Lee, a contractor with the European Organization for
Nuclear Research (CERN), developed a rudimentary hypertext program called ENQUIRE.
The History Of the World Wide Web - WhoIsHostingThis.com
THE WORLD'S LARGEST WEB DEVELOPER SITE. ... HTML References. At W3Schools you will find
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complete references about tags, attributes, events, color names, entities, character-sets, URL encoding,
language codes, HTTP messages, and more. HTML Tag Reference.
HTML Tutorial - W3Schools
The World Wide Web (WWW), also called the Web, is an information space where documents and other web
resources are identified by Uniform Resource Locators (URLs), interlinked by hypertext links, and accessible
via the Internet.
World Wide Web - Wikipedia
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is an international community that develops open standards to
ensure the long-term growth of the Web. W3C operates under a Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct .
World Wide Web Consortium - Official Site
WWW stands for World Wide Web. A technical definition of the World Wide Web is : all the resources and
users on the Internet that are using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). A broader definition comes from
the organization that Web inventor Tim Berners-Lee helped found, the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).
WWW Overview
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), the group responsible for developing web standards, recommends
lowercase tags in their HTML 4 recommendation, and XHTML (the next generation HTML) requires
lowercase tags.
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